CITY ART MAP

Walking and looking at art are interesting ways to engage with a city and its history. Maps show a route through a town that informs and lures people to go places. What happens when you map Geraldton by its art?

---

Special Event

CITY ART MAP WALK

Join us for some fun and a city walk starting at the foreshore with some breakfast nibbles provided by sponsors’ Culinary HQ, and an art performance by Lizzy Robinson, then go on a conversationa tour of some of the art listed on the map (cost of $5 for map).

WHERE: On the Forshore pathway, near the 'Living statue' and the Durlacher Street / Forshore Drive roundabout.
DATE: Saturday 3 September
TIME: 9.00am to 10.00am
RSVP for the art tour: DLCain2014@gmail.com
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